SODOMA LAW'S DIVORCE CONCIERGE,

a personal assistant for your divorce.

LYNN MYRICK, DIVORCE COACH

YOUR DIVORCE DREAM TEAM

We have learned that clients need more than just a legal advocate. They need a support system that extends beyond the agreement that is signed or the divorce judgment that is entered. That is where Lynn comes in.

At Sodoma Law, we believe in helping the whole person. We know that a client’s mental and physical well-being is just as important as their legal well-being. The goal of our divorce concierge is to help you through your case – and life – at a time when you need it most.

From gathering documents to identifying the right therapist or coach to finding your new home, our dream team is equipped to connect you with resources throughout the process and beyond.

We might even help you check off a few items on your bucket list. Maybe you’re handling your household finances for the first time, or you need help with the emotional landscape of your post-divorce life; or you want to take a dance class, skydive or take on another new adventure. We have got you covered.

"Life is all about choices. Some choices hold us back, some choices are safe but don’t really align with our future goals, and some choices lead us to greatness!"

LIST OF SERVICES

PHYSICAL LOGISTICS

- Connect with professional resources such as financial planners, realtors, and insurance agents.
- Understand and create a budget.
- Find a new home to rent or buy.
- Coordinate and hire movers.
- Career advice.
- Find new education and career opportunities.
- Create an inventory of assets and liabilities.
- Explore and obtain insurance.
- Find and interview childcare.
- Obtain and organize financial documents.
- Preparation for divorce proceedings, including organizing and review paperwork.

SOCIAL SUPPORT

- Determine non-negotiables and implement them.
- Balance day to day emotional health, including coping with stress.
- 24/7 in the moment coaching.
- Set meaningful and quantifiable goals for the future.
- Rebuild your life with design and purpose.
- Provide tools to help navigate face-to-face encounters with your ex, including your day in court.
- Find and vet counselors, addiction specialists, and therapists.
- Improve communication techniques.
- Navigate your new normal.
- Discover and redefine who you are post-divorce.
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